Constraining uncertainty in climate projections with ML
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Early attempts of model weighting: CCMVal Ozone Projections
There are substantial differences in the date at which Cly
returns to 1980 values varying from before 2030 to after 2050
(primarily transport related.)
There is a similar large variation in the timing of recovery of
Antarctic spring-time column ozone back to 1980 values.

Value of Processoriented evaluation

Eyring et al., JGR, 2007; WMO / UNEP Ozone Assessment, 2007

Waugh & Eyring, 2008
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How do we gain confidence in climate model projections?
(1) Based on physical understanding of the climate system and its representation in climate models, and (2) Demonstration of how
well models represent a wide range of processes & climate characteristics on various spatial & temporal scales (IPCC AR5)

Relative space‐time root‐mean‐square deviation calculated from climatological seasonal cycle (1980–1999)

Eyring, Gillett et al. IPCC AR6 CH3, 2021
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Uncertainties in Climate Projections Remain
Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS)

Global warming projections
CMIP6

Meehl et al., Science Adv. (2020)

Tebaldi et al., ESD (2021)

Uncertainty range (1.5 - 4.5°C) has not
decreased since 1979

Large Uncertainties
➢ Clouds and carbon cycle

Can we constrain uncertainties in multi-model global and regional climate projections with ML?
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Emergent Constraints
Basic idea: Use relation between observable X (past climate) and non-observable Y (future climate) to
constrain multi-model projection of Y using an observation of X.

Eyring et al., AGCI Evaluation Workshop NCC, 2019
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Emergent Constraints on ECS: Drop of Skill for CMIP6
Example from Sherwood et al. (2014)

Analysis of 11 emergent constraints on ECS

CMIP5
CMIP6

Drop of skill
in CMIP6

Schlund et al., ESD, 2020

• For all but one constraint, the best
estimate ECS is higher in CMIP6
• For all but one constraint, the constrained
ECS range is wider in CMIP6
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Machine Learning to Constrain Climate Projections

Process-oriented observable x1

Target variable Y

Target variable Y

Target variable Y

1. Use multiple process-oriented diagnostics to constrain multi-model projection of Y using observations

Process-oriented observable x2

Multivariate linear
regression

Process-oriented observable x3
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x2

Target variable Y

2. Use supervised Machine Learning to learn non-linear relationships from gridded data
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Schlund, Eyring, Camps‐Valls, Friedlingstein, Gentine & Reichstein, JGR Biogeo., 2020
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Machine Learning to Constrain Climate Projections
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Training Phase
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Incoming radiation
GPP

Historical climate

Prediction Phase
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Incoming radiation
GPP

Observations

y (label)

Model Data

Model Data

Training
data (xi,yi)

F(x)

x (features)

Machine
Learning model

Gradient
Boosted
Regression
Trees (GBRT)

Change in future
Gross Primary
Production (GPP)

Future climate

Change in
future GPP

ML-Prediction

Schlund, Eyring, Camps‐Valls, Friedlingstein, Gentine & Reichstein, JGR Biogeo., 2020
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Machine Learning to Constrain Climate Projections
Future GPP in RCP 8.5 scenario
(2091-2100)
Unweighted CMIP5 mean

Root mean square error between
prediction and ground-truth (RMSEP)

ML-constrained projection

ML

156 - 247 GtC yr-1

171 ± 12 GtC yr-1

Schlund, Eyring, Camps‐Valls, Friedlingstein, Gentine & Reichstein, JGR Biogeo., 2020
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Constraining Future GPP with ML: Feature Importance

Temperature
Leaf area index
GPP
Incoming solar radiation
Precipitation

Schlund, Eyring, Camps‐Valls, Friedlingstein, Gentine & Reichstein, JGR Biogeo., 2020
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Earth System Model Evaluation Tool (ESMValTool)
Righi et al., GMD, 2020

Eyring et al., GMD, 2020

Technical overview

Large-scale diagnostics

Lauer et al., GMD, 2020

Weigel et al., GMD, 2021

Diagnostics for emergent constraints and
future projections

Diagnostics for extreme events, regional
and impact evaluation

• Open source community
development (> 200 developers, >
70 international institutes)
• Rapid development since the first
release in 2016 with the support of
FP7 / H2020 / ESA CMUG projects
• Online documentation
• Now a well-tested tool providing
end-to-end provenance to ensure
reproducibility
• Used in several IPCC WGI AR6
chapters (you can benchmark your
ML-based models against CMIP6 for
most plots in Chapter 3)
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Evaluation of high-resolution and ML-based hybrid models
Sharing code, helping to benchmark ML-based hybrid models to „traditional“ climate and high-res models

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1RltP272RdDqVEEiuoZZ0oWY77QAm5ajzrTkKGoIAvLo/edit#gid=0
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Prompts
Prompt 1: Major uncertainties identified in IPCC AR6 (grand challenge) and potential to reduce it with your method
=> ECS, clouds, microphysics, precipitation, regional climate, carbon cycle, TCRE (transient climate response to
cumulative emissions of carbon dioxide),…
Prompt 2: Impact of your method / model on a 5-year time-scale (roughly CMIP7)
=> major impact, e.g. temperature projections in IPCC AR6 based on weighted ensemble with significantly different
conclusions than unweighted projections; inconsistency with other variables that were not weighted
=> Given the spread in current multi-model projections probably large and urgently required
Prompt 3: Potential benefits for robust, trustworthy, and actionable climate measurements and models
=> Weighted ensembles anchored on observations
Prompt 4: Generalizability and extensibility to other climate problems / Main Challenges
=> combine approaches to constrain TCRE
=> For impact modelling the weighting of individual variables or feedbacks is not very helpful (IPCC AR6 3 variables)
=> Impact studies required a consistent set of weighted variables to drive their models
=> ML needs to play a contribution to provide better information for impact studies
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Thank you all for a great week
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